ICSI Open House

February 14, 2013
Agenda

- 2:05 Introduction
- 2:15 Computer Networking & Security Research (Vern Paxson)
- 2:30 Computer Vision Research (Trevor Darrell)
- 2:45 AI Research (Srini Narayan)
- 3:00 Speech Research (Steven Wegmann)
- 3:15 Audio & Multimedia Research (Gerald Friedland)
- 3:30 Demos, refreshments
What is ICSI

- International Computer Science Institute
- Independent non-profit organization (since 1986)
- Closely affiliated with UCB
- The community: faculty, students, postdocs, international visitors, research staff
- Primary focus: fundamental research in computer science
- Revenue sources (2012 budget, $12M):
  - Competitive US Federal projects
  - International visitor program
  - Industrial affiliations
ICSI Board

NEW MEMBERS (OCT 2012)

• Greg Badros (FaceBook)
• Deborah Crawford (Drexel)
• Mazin Gilbert (AT&T Labs)
• Barbara Grosz (Harvard)
• Eric Horvitz (Microsoft Research)
• Martti Mäntylä, (ICT-Labs, Aalto)

MEMBERS

• Prabhakar Raghavan (Google) – Chair
• Roberto Pieraccini (ICSI) – Director
• Scott Shenker (ICSI, UCB) – Chief Scientist
• Hervé Bourlard (IDIAP, EPFL)
• David Culler (UCB)
• Graham Fleming (UCB)
• Cliff Higgerson (Walden Int.l)
• Nelson Morgan (ICSI, UCB)
• David Nagel (Ascona Group)
• Wolfgang Wahlster (DFKI)
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